The development of multistep nucleation theory has spurred on experimentalists to find intermediate metastable states that are relevant to the solidification pathway of the molecule under interest. A great deal of studies focused on characterizing the so-called "precritical clusters" that may arise in the precipitation process. However, in macromolecular systems, the role that these clusters might play in the nucleation process and in the second stage of the precipitation process, i.e., growth, remains to a great extent unknown. Therefore, using biological macromolecules as a model system, we have studied the mesoscopic intermediate, the solid end state, and the relationship that exists between them. We present experimental evidence that these clusters are liquidlike and stable with respect to the parent liquid and metastable compared with the emerging crystalline phase. The presence of these clusters in the bulk liquid is associated with a nonclassical mechanism of crystal growth and can trigger a self-purifying cascade of impurity-poisoned crystal surfaces. These observations demonstrate that there exists a nontrivial connection between the growth of the macroscopic crystalline phase and the mesoscopic intermediate which should not be ignored. On the other hand, our experimental data also show that clusters existing in protein solutions can significantly increase the nucleation rate and therefore play a relevant role in the nucleation process.
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prenucleation clusters | phase transition | self-purification T he process of crystallization is generally considered to occur in two consecutive but very different stages: nucleation and growth. The first stage was already studied more than two centuries ago by Gibbs, who considered the nucleation of water droplets from a supersaturated vapor through the formation of globulae. He was the first to develop a thermodynamic formalism of nucleation by considering the generation of nuclei of a liquid phase as a density fluctuation of the parent phase (1, 2) . Since then, Gibbs' nucleation theory has been extended to the nucleation of solid phases from solution and gaseous phases from which the current paradigm (based on the capillary approximation) for nucleation emerged, i.e., the classical nucleation theory [CNT (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ]. There is, however, an increasing body of evidence that shows that CNT can fail drastically when used in cases where the implicit and explicit assumptions of CNT are poorly justified (for a full dissection of the limitations, see refs. [9] [10] [11] ). An obvious situation where CNT will have limited applicability is in cases where the old and the new phases differ by at least two order parameters, e.g., density and structure (12) .
Recent theoretical, computational, and experimental efforts have demonstrated that densification and local increase in crystallinity need not occur simultaneously (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . These results have inspired the development of a new approach that considers nucleation from solution as a multistep process attributing key roles to metastable intermediate states, coined "multistep nucleation theory" (MNT). Although initially conceived for proteins by ten Wolde and Frenkel to describe nucleation close to the critical point, the operational range of MNT was later expanded to also include regions in the phase diagram close to the liquid-liquid binodal--the rationale being that macroscopic droplets are formed that are enriched in protein, in which (due to the reduced surface tension) crystal nucleation is greatly facilitated. Even later, the discovery of long-lived mesoscopic clusters (10 5 -10 6 monomers) in regions of the phase diagram distant of both the critical point and the liquid-liquid binodal makes it tantalizing to conclude that MNT may also dominate these regions of phase space. These clusters, which exist in both super-and undersaturated protein solutions, are hypothesized to be precursors of nuclei of crystals, irrespective of the vicinity of the critical point in the phase diagram.
However, contrary to what is sometimes suggested, no direct experimental evidence has been presented that demonstrates that these clusters are in fact prenucleation clusters taking part in a multistep nucleation scenario (9, 21) . The occurrence of crystals within macroscopic dense protein droplets formed by liquidliquid phase separation is an often-cited pro-MNT argument for protein crystallization. However, for the specific proteins for which it has been observed, liq-liq phase separation is certainly not a prerequisite for crystal nucleation--for these systems, there are numerous observations of nucleation well above the liq-liq binodal curve. Secondly, such qualitative observations give no information on the relative rates of the possible CNT and MNT crystallization routes. Subsequently, no obvious relevance to any MNT pathways can be attributed. Ultimately, these issues need to be addressed if the MNT concept is to be elevated from an interesting, albeit academic exercise to a fully developed model of wide applicability. As such, to date, MNT remains a plausible theory, but a theory nonetheless.
Notwithstanding the undeniable advances discussed above, many questions specific to protein condensation remain open. Do nuclei form within the mesoscopic protein clusters or are
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This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10. 1073/pnas.1309320111/-/DCSupplemental. these clusters (merely) involved in a heterogeneous nucleation pathway? Or, even more boldly, are they at all involved in the nucleation process or is cluster formation simply a dead end in the many conceivable pathways toward the crystalline state? In this contribution, we aim to start formulating answers to such questions using a number of different protein model systems. We begin by characterizing the protein clusters in liquid as well as the crystal-cluster interaction using both conventional and newer methods, i.e., static-dynamic light scattering, brownian microscopy (BM), and laser confocal microscopy enhanced by differential interference contrast. By combining both approaches we demonstrate that the cluster presence in solution is directly correlated to a well-known growth mechanism, i.e., instantaneous multilayer formation. Secondly, we show that cluster removal from the bulk liquid can have a drastic effect on nucleation kinetics, demonstrating that these clusters might be a preferred intermediate in protein crystallization--a strong argument in favor of MNT-like scenarios. Thirdly, and quite surprisingly, we reveal that cluster assimilation by the crystal can trigger a self-purifying cascade of impurity-poisoned crystal surfaces. Stated differently, the coalescence of a cluster with an impurity-poisoned crystal surface can lead to a rapid and complete cleansing of the entire surface. From these observations we conclude that protein clusters can have a strong positive impact on protein crystallization during both the nucleation as well as the growth stage.
Results and Discussion
Nonclassical Crystal Growth Induced by Protein Clusters. The two classical mechanisms of layer generation during crystal growth from solution are spiral dislocations and 2D nucleation. In some works, the spontaneous formation of closed looped macrosteps (also referred to as multilayer stacks or 3D islands) has been reported as the dominating source of steps on dislocation-free surfaces (22, 23) . Here we aim to expand on the existing base of observations by actively searching for looped macrostep formation on a number of different protein crystallization systems. We use the noninvasive laser confocal differential intereference contrast microscopy (LCM-DIM) technique, which, given its mesoscopic field-of-view and relatively fast acquisition time, is ideally suited for mapping the temporal dependence of the crystal-wide topography of the selected surfaces. All of the systems studied in this work (glucose isomerase, proteinase K, human recombinant insulin, hen egg white lysozyme, xylanase, triosephosphate isomerase, and RNAseIIIA) displayed looped macrostep nucleation when pregrown seed crystals were exposed to supersaturated growth solutions (Fig. 1) . Additional confocal images of looped macrosteps and a time-lapse movie capturing the actual genesis of these features can be found in SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Movie S1. These looped macrosteps are different from other macrostepped features observed on protein crystals in that they are not the result of a complex growth mechanism [arising from, e.g., step bunching due to diffusion field overlap, solutal flow, Schwoebel effect, impurities, repeated 2D nucleation (24) ] but rather nucleate seemingly unprompted enclosing a single elevated area on the surface. Subsequent lateral growth then yields an expanding mound that contains a considerable amount of steps (ranging from 2 to >100). This mechanism of layer generation has also been observed for other proteins [STMV, thaumatin, canavalin, catalase, lumazine synthase (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) ] as well as inorganic [e.g., gypsum, epitaxy of rodochrosite on calcite (31, 32)] systems.
Two different models have been postulated to account for the quasi-instantaneous formation of multilayer stacks: the microcrystal-sedimentation scenario (28, 33) and the cluster-assimilation scenario (34, 35) . In brief, the former model assumes coincidental sedimentation of freshly bulk-nucleated microcrystals in an at-random orientation onto the macrocrystal, followed by a rapid reorientation to align with the underlying lattice leading to a flawless merging of both phases (36) . This model fails to account for the following observation: looped macrosteps can form at very low supersaturation where the bulk 3D nucleation rate is effectively zero (this work and ref. 35) . Although the link between the presence of mesoscopic clusters in solution and the de novo formation of looped macrosteps has certainly been suggested (34, 35) , no experimental proof is available that demonstrates causality between both observations.
To establish a clear connection between protein clusters and looped macrosteps, we monitored the (011) face of orthorhombic glucose isomerase crystals using LCM-DIM growing from solutions with and without mesoscopic protein clusters (see SI Appendix for details). When exposed to glucose isomerase solutions containing clusters, the (011) face displays instantaneous looped macrostep formation irrespective of the supersaturation (no critical supersaturation was detected; example given in Fig. 2A ). However, growth solutions from which cluster concentrations have been drastically lowered through rigorous filtration (three times with 0.2-μm cutoff; SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ) do not trigger the 3D growth mechanism (Fig. 2B) . Secondly, there is a strong correlation between the temporal dependence of the cluster number density and the nucleation rate of looped macrosteps ( s −1 for the initial 5 h after sample preparation, followed by zero events in the following 14 h. These observations demonstrate conclusively that 3D nucleation can be prompted by the merging of the mesoscopic clusters with the macroscopic crystals. Long-Lived (Meta)stable Liquid-Like Protein Clusters. Given their impact on crystal growth and their suggested role in multistep nucleation, we proceeded by characterizing these clusters. To make an estimate of the cluster lifetime, we monitored supersaturated glucose isomerase solutions using BM (Movie S2). Tracked particles can disappear from the field-of-view by either (i) dissolution or (ii) diffusing outside of the focal plane--this technique cannot discern between both possibilities, and lifetime estimates therefore represent lower limits. Based on tracking of individual particles, we conclude that the minimal cluster lifetime is on the order of 10-20 s, which is comparable to the estimated lifetime of lumazine synthase clusters (37) and three orders of magnitude larger than the lower bound lysozyme cluster lifetime of 15 ms based on dynamic light scattering (38) .
When freshly diluted stock solutions were monitored using BM and dynamic light scattering (DLS), we found that cluster number densities (and mean cluster size) drop monotonically as a function of time, approaching a nonzero value at larger timescales (>24 h) (Fig. 2) . Interestingly, the newly reached number density is proportional to the bulk monomer concentration, demonstrating that the clusters are in equilibrium with the bulk liquid and that, given the slow relaxation of the system, kinetics of cluster dissolution is governed by a significant activation barrier. This is a key difference with clusters discussed in other works which are reported to be metastable with respect to the liquid. If we reverse the experiment and start from cluster-free (i.e., filtered) solutions, we find that cluster reappearance is appreciably slower than cluster dissolution. The kinetics of cluster formation is however different from cluster dissolution: nucleation of these mesoscopic intermediates is only triggered when a critical monomer concentration is reached (e.g., a mg·mL −1 glucose isomerase solution did not yield any detectable clusters within a 72-h time frame, whereas in a dissolution experiment the diluted cluster-containing solution equilibrated after 12 h). Focusing on the relationship between the clusters and the solid state, we conclude that the clusters are metastable with respect to the crystalline phase. This is inferred from the homoepitaxial merging of the clusters with the macroscopic crystal which would not occur without a decrease in free energy.
Are these clusters of microcrystalline nature, or rather amorphous solid aggregates, or do they still have a liquid character? To answer this question we put forth two observations: (i) we have witnessed the nucleation of multilayered islands on preexisting macrosteps traversing the surface (Fig. 3A) . The characteristic interstep distance in these macrosteps [30-60 nm (39) ] is significantly smaller than the mean cluster diameter (250 ± 50 nm). Incorporation of a solid amorphous cluster or a microcrystal on a sloped surface would not lead to a perfect merging of both phases (40) , which contradicts numerous observations made in this work; (ii) on many occasions, we detected microcrystals that sedimented on a single macrocrystal (Fig. 3C ) and time-lapse imaging showed that these microcrystals are not a source of large multilayer stacks, hence no successful fusion was made with both lattices. Moreover, the nucleation sites of closed loop macrosteps did not coincide with the location of (foreign) particles (Fig. 3 C  and D) . Precise dissolution experiments on surfaces with freshly merged and expanding clusters reveal the lack of etch pit formation at the exact sites of looped macrostep formation. This demonstrates that no additional stress fields are generated upon cluster assimilation (Fig. 4) .We conclude that these clusters are dense (compared with the bulk liquid, for they act as a substantial source of steps) and liquid-like (in the sense that they still have sufficient spatial degrees of freedom to accommodate the orientational restrictions imposed by the underlying lattice).
Probing for the driving force of cluster formation, we performed static and dynamic light scattering on filtered glucose isomerase stock solutions with protein concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 100 mg mL −1 (SI Appendix). The obtained normalized intensity correlation functions g 2 (τ) −1 are well fit with a single exponential decay with characteristic decay times ranging from 6 × 10 −2 ms to 2 × 10 −2 ms. Using static light scattering, the concentration dependence of KC/R θ was determined (Fig.  5A ). Cast into a normalized Debye plot, we obtain an MWKC/R θ dependence which fits a second-order polynomial (printed in semilog to show the fit over the full concentration range; raw data are shown in SI Appendix, . Normalizing A 2 to its dimensionless form we obtain B 2 = 31, i.e., positive and large, indicating strong repulsion between the glucose isomerase monomers. A similar conclusion can be drawn from the DLS data (Fig. 5A, Inset) : collective diffusion coefficients D c normalized by the single-particle diffusion coefficient D 0 increase linearly as a function of protein concentration. The slope k D = 2.9 × 10 −2 cm 3 ·g −1 is, similar to A 2 , an integrative quantity that is determined by the pair interaction potential. The positive sign of k D corresponds to accelerated diffusion at higher concentrations which can be erroneously interpreted as a change in hydrodynamic radius, but actually stems from solution nonideality. Here it corresponds to net solute-solute repulsion, which is in accordance with the conclusion based on A 2 . Our force spectroscopy results obtained using atomic force microscopy (AFM) are in apparent contradiction to the light scattering findings (SI Appendix). Under identical buffer conditions, we do record a clear attractive force between glucose isomerase monomers (Fig. 5B) . Interestingly, both the frequency of binding as well as the strength of the interaction increases upon addition of the precipitant, i.e., ammonium sulfate. For 0, 400, and 800 mM ammonium sulfate, the mean force of unbinding is 130, 160, and 200 pN, respectively. This clearly demonstrates that the strength of the interaction scales with the ionic strength of the solution.
Can Clusters Enhance Protein Nucleation? The multistep nucleation model predicts an initial densification step followed by a local Fig. 4 . Dissolution of a freshly grown (011) glucose isomerase surface dominated by looped macrosteps: the points of nucleation of multilayered islands (indicated in A and after lateral expanding in B) do not correspond to sites of etch pit formation C when mildly lowering the supersaturation to −0.06 to initiate slow dissolution. increase in crystallinity. Not surprisingly, experimental observations of mesoscopic clusters have been linked to nonclassical nucleation routes. There is, however, no experimental proof that these clusters actually represent an intermediate step in a multistep nucleation pathway. Are they precursors to crystalline nuclei? Or are they not involved in crystallization and merely part of a solidification pathway competing with the crystalline state? To shed light on these unresolved questions we performed crystallization experiments with samples from which these clusters were removed through filtration (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). For glucose isomerase, crystallization conditions were carefully optimized to ensure appearance of crystals within 15 min of protein-precipitant mixing. By choosing these conditions, we can guarantee that only minimal cluster decay-dissolution has taken place from the onset of mixing. Doing so, we ensure nucleation to occur at the maximum cluster number density and minimize the background contribution of heterogeneous nucleation. Protein-precipitant mixing was performed at 313 K, above the liquidsolidus line (39) to avoid the formation of steep supersaturation gradients. After mixing, the samples were incubated at 298 K to initiate nucleation. At a given time Δt after mixing, we counted the number n of macroscopic crystals [n can be used as a proxy for the nucleation rate J through n ∼ R Δt 0 JðσðtÞÞdt with V the crystallization volume]. For glucose isomerase, no measurable impact of filtration on nucleation kinetics could be detected when using freshly prepared protein samples. Using older stock solutions (90 d), however, a strong decrease in nucleation rate is observed after filtration: n unfilt > 100 (for σ> 3.9) and n filt ≤ 1 after 1 h (Fig. 6) . The dependence of protein stock solution age on the crystallization outcome is perhaps not entirely unexpected. Works in the past have reported cluster maturation (i.e., increase in size) through an Ostwald-like ripening process (21, 41) . We also observe that the reduction in nucleation rate becomes more pronounced at higher σ-values--the nucleation rate drops to a basal level after filtration which is independent of σ. σ was varied by increasing the bulk protein concentration, and thus by extension, the cluster number density in the mother liquor. The relevant parameter may therefore not be the supersaturation, but rather the cluster concentration. For lysozyme, a similar decrease is observed upon filtration. For instance, at σ = 1.5, n unfilt ∼ 260 and n filt ∼ 20 after 48 h (SI Appendix, Figs. S5 and S6). These observations lead us to conclude that the presence of mesoscopic clusters can significantly enhance the nucleation of protein crystals. This is in direct contradiction with one of the basic guidelines used by molecular biologists pursuing structural elucidation of proteins of interest through crystallographic means, which states that one should ideally work with monodisperse protein stock solutions.
An Accelerated Self-Purification Pathway Induced by Clusters. Crystals growing from contaminated solutions typically exhibit an altered surface topography and a reduction in step kinetics. In virtually all cases, these effects are strongly supersaturation dependent. The predominant interpretation is that the crystal undergoes a self-purifying transition by moving from an impurity-saturated state at low supersaturation toward an effective state of impurity repulsion at high driving forces (42, 43) . This can be understood by realizing that the impurity surface concentration at a given supersaturation depends on the ratio of the characteristic time of impurity adsorption and the exposure time of the impurity binding sites on the surface (44) . The latter is a strong inverse function of supersaturation (σ): an increase in σ leads to an acceleration of steps, a faster formation of new layers, and an increase in the frequency of attachment of growth units onto the key binding sites (i.e., kinks). All these factors contribute to the diminishing exposure times and subsequent reduction of impurity uptake at high σ even when bulk impurity concentrations remain constant. Here we report on the accelerated recovery of impurity-poisoned surfaces by the de novo formation of looped macrosteps. We monitored lysozyme crystals growing from highly impure solutions [94.5% (wt/wt), Sigma; ref. 45 ] and compared the kinetic response of areas free of looped macrosteps and steps generated on areas enclosed by macrosteps (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 and Movie S3). Significant changes in step morphology and growth kinetics are observed: new areas freshly formed by the merger of a cluster and the crystal surface yield faster advancing steps with a morphology that more closely resembles the pure case (Fig. 7) . These data strongly suggest that these areas have a locally reduced surface impurity concentration surrounded by areas with high impurity coverage. Now why would cluster solidification induce a local enhanced self-purification of the crystal surface? Perhaps the impurity content of protein clusters in solution is lower than the impurity concentration in the mother liquor. The subsequent coalescence and solidification with a crystal would lead to a crystalline mound on the surface relatively devoid of impurities (SI Appendix, Movie S3). However, exposure to the bulk liquid renders these new surfaces susceptible to poisoning through impurity adsorption. As such, even areas that are initially devoid of surfaceadsorbed impurities should become covered in due time and exhibit slower step kinetics. We put forth the following interpretation: the step velocity under impure conditions represents a steady state arising from a complex interplay between supersaturation, terrace exposure time (τ), characteristic impurity adsorption time (τ i ), and the step kinetic coefficient. The de novo formation of an impurity-free terrace perturbs this steady state by rapidly increasing the step density and reducing the impurity concentration, which effectively reduces τ. When τ << τ i , the timescale of surface regeneration becomes smaller than the timescale of impurity adsorption (44) . If this condition is met, a local reduction in impurity coverage (as induced by cluster solidification) leads to an acceleration in the step velocity, thus reducing the terrace exposure time (compared with the surrounding regions) diminishing the probability that an impurity molecule will bind to the surface. Eventually, a new steady state will be established that is characterized by a higher lateral growth rate and quasipure morphology. These cluster-sedimentation events can therefore be considered as local hotspots of self-purification that grow in size with a velocity set by the rate of advancement of the macrostep across the impure surface. Once the edges of the surface are reached, the surface is effectively cleansed from impurity poisoning. Essentially, these events constitute a shortcut toward the self-purification scenario that would normally occur at far higher supersaturation values (46) .
Concluding Remarks
Our observations on this broad selection of protein crystals, combined with the existing literature data, show that looped macrostep formation is a widespread mechanism of layer generation which can be considered common to all instances of solution crystallization. Given that mesoscopic clusters trigger this growth mechanism, one can reverse the argument: the ubiquity of looped macrostep formation reflects the ubiquity of cluster formation in protein solutions. Moreover, the fact that cluster assimilation leads to step formation without any discernible defects demonstrates that they are predominantly composed of stable, regular, growth units.
Secondly, these observed clusters are not the result of critical density fluctuations. We base this conclusion on two arguments. For the conditions we tested there are no macroscopic condensed liquid phases, indicating that we operated well above (in terms of temperature) the metastable gas-liquid coexistence region. We also stress that the observed aggregates exist on a timescale that far exceeds the lifetime of dynamic clusters generated by thermal fluctuations. This indicates that they do not owe their existence to random collisions but rather are sustained by attractive interparticle interactions. This beckons the question, what is the driving force for their formation? Although cluster formation is not a priori impossible for purely repulsive interaction potentials (47) , such a scenario requires high volume fractions of the solute molecules. Given that the experiments in this study were performed at relatively low protein concentrations, it would seem unlikely that solute-solute repulsion would lead to stabilized clusters.
Theoretical treatments of cluster formation in colloidal suspensions demonstrate that mesoscopic clusters can arise from the competition between short-range attractive (induced dipoles) and long-range repulsive (screened Coulomb) forces, with the latter dominating at larger cluster sizes (48, 49) . How do such predictions line up with our experimental results? From laser light scattering we conclude that glucose isomerase monomers strongly repel one another (for details see SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). This is not surprising given the net negative charge of glucose isomerase at pH 7 (pI ∼ 3). From force spectroscopy we know that there is a nonnegligible attractive component between the monomers as well. Such diverging observations can be reconciled by realizing that laser light scattering is an integrative technique where large ensembles of monomers are sampled in a single experiment. As such, only orientationally averaged information is obtained. If there are weak attractive interactions that correspond to specific orientations, their contribution to the osmotic compressibility will be overclouded by strong repulsive interactions for all of the remaining orientations. In fact, for glucose isomerase, the second virial coefficient is positive even for conditions conducive to crystallization (50) . Such averaging does not occur in force spectroscopy where only a limited number of monomers--ideally only two--are probed in a single run. This technique is therefore more susceptible to identify rare, yet attractive events. In other words, the long-range electrostatic repulsion of the interaction will dominate the light scattering results. By increasing the ionic strength of the solution, both the number density and the characteristic size of the clusters increase (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). Screening of surface charges therefore leads to an additional stabilization of the mesoscopic clusters.
Surprisingly, we still observe clusters even at very low ionic strength. A possible solution to this enigma was presented by Pan and coworkers (51) , who argue that cluster formation requires the presence of an additional protein species, i.e., impurities. Such impurities may be of microheterogeneous origin, i.e., (partially) unfolded species or stabilized oligomers consisting of, e.g., domain swapped units. Because the growth unit of glucose isomerase crystals is particularly resilient to thermal denaturation (50), (partial) unfolding is improbable. Glucose isomerase preparations are, however, not impurity-free. Chromatographic analysis indicates that the impurities are noncovalently bound glucose isomerase dimers that reversibly bind onto the crystal surface (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). The lack of stress fields at the point of cluster assimilation by the macrocrystal shows that the clusters are not enriched with these nonregular growth units. To what extent these dimers contribute to cluster formation remains unclear at this point and will be the subject of further study.
Regardless of the origin of the observed mesoscopic clusters, their impact on crystal nucleation is quite extensive, at least for the two proteins tested here, glucose isomerase and lysozyme. For the former we detected a 100-fold reduction in nucleation rate upon removal of the clusters; for the latter a 10-fold decrease was recorded. In the nucleation trials, there are ∼10 (Fig. 8) or (ii) the clusters act as local hotspots of heterogeneous nucleation, e.g., by providing an interface that stabilizes (pre)critical clusters. In the latter option, clusters do not reorganize into nuclei, but rather, facilitate their formation. It is also not clear whether these clusters are an absolute requirement for nucleation. Crystals are still obtained after filtration: although no clusters could be detected with either BM or DLS, a fraction of clusters with sizes below the detection threshold may still remain in solution, thus contributing to the experimentally determined nucleation rate after filtration. Secondly, it is striking that we find such a strong dependence of the nucleation kinetics--and the impact of filtration thereon--on protein stock solution age. This is reminiscent of two recent papers that have revealed that protein clusters undergo a gradual maturation, i.e., the mean cluster size grows over time (21, 41) . However, they report on processes operating on a timescale of hours and days, certainly not weeks and months, as is the case here. This discrepancy may suggest that cluster number density and characteristic size need not be the sole characteristics that govern the effect on nucleation.
Thirdly, we note that the assimilation of mesoscopic clusters by the growing crystal is a decisively nonclassical mode of growth. In the classical limit, crystals are considered to grow by the addition of monomeric units, oligomeric fragments, or even entire unit cells. The growth mechanism presented here operates on a scale that is entirely different. If one assumes that the monomer density in the clusters is comparable to the density in the crystal, then each cluster is composed of 10 5 -10 6 monomers. This is a staggering amount. The self-purification cascade that ensues from cluster assimilation into the lattice is an escape route from surface poisoning that would otherwise lead to growth cessation. Intrinsic cleansing of impurity-poisoned surfaces is a well-known phenomenon but typically requires the change of at least one order parameter of the system (solute or precipitant concentration, temperature, etc.). Here, we described the virtually instantaneous and lasting ablation of the impurity adsorption layer triggered by the merging and transformation of two phases. It demonstrates that there exists a nontrivial connection between the growth of the macroscopic crystalline phase and the mesoscopic intermediate which runs the risk of being overclouded by the MNT discussion.
